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Before starting the true project, we are going to start with a guided sequence. We are going to
work with two languages L1 and L2. L1 is a simplified language to express basic boolean formula
and L2 is a simplified low level language for a simple machine.

1 The low level language

As we do not have real hardware to execute L2, we are going to define an abstract machine to
support the execution of a L2 program.
This abstract machine can be described by:

• it manipulates only one bit

• it has three registers Ra, Rb and Rc (of one bit)

• it has a memory of 16 bits (M0 to M15), this memory is initialized before running a program

• it supports the following operations

– setting a register to either 0 or 1, Sxb sets the register Rx to the value b

– loading from memory to a register, Lix sets the register Rx to the value of Mi

– computing the nand of two registers and putting the result in a register, Nxyz puts Rx

nand Ry in Rz where nand is defined by 1 nand 1 = 0 and 0 nand b = b nand 0 = 1.

• a program is a sequence of the previous operations, running a program consists in executing
its operation one by one until the last one

The informal semantics described above can be expressed mathematically using a small step
semantics. Executing a program denoted P in the context of a memory M is done step by step
by executing each of its operation while maintaining the values of the three registers denoted R.
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It is expressed by a set of rules of the form M ⊢ R, P → R′, P ′ where R′ is the resulting value
of the registers and P ′ the remaining program.
Accessing the value Mi in memory is done by M(i) (we suppose that the memory is a function from
[[0, 15]] to [[0, 1]]). Similarly, accessing the value of the register Rx is done by R(x) (we suppose that
the register is a function from {a, b, c} to [[0, 1]]) and the register can be updated by the syntax
R{x 7→ b} meaning that R{x 7→ b}(x) = b and if y is different from x, R{x 7→ b}(y) = R(y).
The semantics of the first operation is expressed by the rule:

(S) M ⊢ R, Sxb P → R{x 7→ b}, P

Exercise A
▷Question A.1:

Explain this rule using plain words.

In the context of a memory M, if the registers are R and first operation of a program is Sxb
while the rest is P , the machine returns the updated register where x is equal to b and the
other registers are unchanged and the rest of the program.

▷Question A.2:
Give the rules for the semantics of load and nand.

{
(L) M ⊢ R, Lix P → R{x 7→ M(i)}, P
(N) M ⊢ R, Nxyz P → R{z 7→ R(x) nand R(y)}, P

▷Question A.3:
Propose an OCaml implementation of the machine by at least defining a type operation
for its operations and a function step expressing their semantics.

A very simple version follows. Beware it is very weakly typed and thus note very OCaml...
It would be more idiomatic to have different types for the registers id, the bit values and the
memory locations.
let nand x y = match (x,y) with
| (1,1) -> 0
| _ -> 1

type operation =
| Set of int * int
| Load of int * int
| Nand of int * int * int

let set regs x v =
match regs, x with
| (_,b,c), 1 -> (v,b,c)
| (a,_,c), 2 -> (a,v,c)
| (a,b,_), 3 -> (a,b,v)
| _ -> failwith "wrong register id"
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let get regs x =
match regs, x with
| (a,_,_), 1 -> a
| (_,b,_), 2 -> b
| (_,_,c), 3 -> c
| _ -> failwith "wrong register id"

let step memory = function
| (_, []) -> None
| (regs, Set(x,b)::p) -> Some (set regs x b, p)
| (regs, Load(i,x)::p) -> Some (set regs x memory.(i), p)
| (regs, Nand(x,y,z)::p) -> Some (set regs z (nand (get regs x) (get regs y)), p)

2 The high level language and its compilation

Our high level language allows to define simple boolean expressions containing variables. The
language is defined by:

F ::= true | false | x | F ∧ F | F ∨ F

We suppose that this language AST is implemented as follows:
type t =
| Var of string
| Bool of bool
| And of t ∗ t
| Or of t ∗ t

During typing, a formula containing more than 16 variables is rejected and we build a mapping
from variable names to memory locations denoted M. Therefore, if we denote R the register that
should contain the result (the default being RA), the compilation rules have the form:

M, R ⊢ boolean expression ⇝ instructions sequence

Exercise B
▷Question B.1:

Give all the compilation rules.

(1) M, R ⊢ true⇝ SR1 (2) M, R ⊢ false⇝ SR0

(3)
x ∈ dom(M)

M, R ⊢ Var x⇝ LM(x)R

(4)
M, Ra ⊢ F1 ⇝ is1 M, Rb ⊢ F2 ⇝ is2

M, R ⊢ And(F1,F2)⇝ is1is2NRaRbRcNRcRcR

(5)
M, Ra ⊢ F1 ⇝ is1 M, Rb ⊢ F2 ⇝ is2

M, R ⊢ Or(F1,F2)⇝ is1is2NRaRaRaNRbRbRbNRaRbR
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▷Question B.2:
Give the compilation of (true ∨ x) ∧ (y ∨ false).

SRa1 LM0Rb NRaRaRa NRbRbRb NRaRbRa LM1Ra SRb0 NRaRaRa NRbRbRb NRaRbRb NRaRbRc NRcRcRa

▷Question B.3:
Propose an OCaml implementation of compilation of a formula to the one bit machine.

open FormulaAst
let compile mem formula =
let rec compile_rec register = function
| Bool true -> [Set(register,1)]
| Bool false -> [Set(register,0)]
| Var s -> [Load(List.assoc s mem, register)]
| And(f1,f2) ->
let is1 = compile_rec 1 f1 in
let is2 = compile_rec 2 f2 in
is1 @ is2 @ [Nand(1,2,3);Nand(3,3,register)]

| Or(f1,f2) ->
let is1 = compile_rec 1 f1 in
let is2 = compile_rec 2 f2 in
is1 @ is2 @ [Nand(1,1,1);Nand(2,2,2);Nand(1,2,register)]

in
compile_rec 1 formula
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